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Abstract : Present paper through light on impact of E Resources on academic libraries and 

how it can play an important role in today era. It is very useful to make the student and 

researcher and people aware about E- Resources to get information in minimum time. And E 

Resources hold many implicit and explicit values in helping staff and student do their work, 

obtain grants and improve their research. In India different organizations like UGC FORSA 

CSIR INDEST INFLIRNET promotes E-Journal. An early initiative taken by UGC N-LIST 

pogramme towards providing E -Resources in the form of consortia. 
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Introduction :  

Today libraries are transforming from information centers to knowledge centers 

knowledge has become a powerful commodity. Developments in information technology have 

helped libraries to provide accurate and timely information Resource sharing arrangement 

with other libraries via e- mail, fax, Internet and such other is yet advantage of ICT  

What Is Mean By E-Resources : 

Any electronic product that delivers a collection of data, it may be text referring to full 

text databases, electronic journals, image collection and other multimedia collections. These 

may be delivered as CD-ROM, pen drive. via internet and so on are termed as E-Recourse. E 

Resources also called as online resources, internet resources, digital resources, web resources.  

Features Of E-Resources : 

There are different types of features of E-Resources given below :  

1. Accessibility from anywhere, home, school, college, libraries, during travel etc. 

2. E-Resources are available only in electronic form using different formats.  

3. Advanced search and retrieval can be used simultaneously by more than one user. 

4. E-Information through E-Commerce.  

5. E-Information through E-Banking.  

6. Any change in E-Resources can be made available quickly  

Types Of E- Resources :  
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The electronic resources may be classified in to two categories. These are resources.  

1. Formal E- Resources :   

I) E-Book E-book means electronic book. An E-Book is a book, which is available in the 

electronic form. The contents of E-Books are disseminated it the electronic form. 

which can be hand with the help of a personal computer  

II) E-Journal: The main collation of library is books and journals E-Journal is an 

electronic form of journal, some monographic services. if classed together A journal 

like E Publication with no print counterpart made available via the web is an electronic 

journal. Now a days : Journal are playing major role in academic libraries.  

Tools For Searching E-Resources : 

1. GOPHER     3.  TELNET 

2. FTP      4.  WWW 

Advantages Of E-Resources In Todays Era :  

1. Instant Access     

2. Less Bulky 

3. Speedy Dissemination  

4. Cheaper 

5. No need to purchase multiple copies 

6. Easy Preservation  

Conclusion : 

Use of E-Resources proves that "Every reader should get information at any time." 

Now a day the libraries envoronment has been under gone rapid changes in the digital era. In 

this way E- Resources plays an very important role in study work, research work and some 

time in general life of a persons.  
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